Abstract-Dynamic programming approach provides the most optimal alignment of sequences, but they are known to have high computational cost as well. The approach uses 2-D matrix of size ( ), (m & n being length of the sequences) to compare the sequences and hence the time and space complexity becomes ( ). In this paper we are presenting a global alignment solution which fills only reduced number of diagonals in the 2-D matrix. Dot plot approach which is used for general exploration of sequences is used to identify the minimum amount of diagonals to be filled to get the optimal alignment. DDGARM reduces the memory and execution time significantly compared to the classic dynamic approach suggested by Needleman-Wunsch. Sequences with similar length provided a reduction of up to 90% in the number of cells to be filled and sequences having different length provided reduction up to 75% with no compromise on the alignment quality. Source code is available at: https://sourceforge.net/projects/ddgarm/ Keywords-Needleman-Wunsch Algorithm, Global Alignment, Dotplot matrix, Reduced matrix filling
I. INTRODUCTION
Sequence alignment is a fundamental problem in computational genomics. It is a way of arranging biological sequences to identify regions of similarity between them which may be a consequence of functional, structural or evolutionary relationship [1] . There are two approaches in alignment, local alignment which identifies similar segments of the sequences and global alignment which identifies overall similarity of the sequences. The widely adopted global alignment algorithm is [2] , which provides optimal alignment of sequences. But this algorithm is very expensive in terms of computational space and time, which is proportional to the product of length of the two sequences. Therefore, many heuristic algorithms such as BLAST [3] and FASTA [4] are commonly used which are much faster, but do not produce optimal result.
Needleman-Wunsch (N-W) algorithm creates a 2-dimensional matrix of size ( ), and being the length of the sequences involved, and then evaluates the score of each cell from the maximum of the three cells around it. Also, it keeps a pointer to the cell with maximum value. After the entire matrix is populated, it performs a trace back from cell ( , ) to (0,0) following the pointers to find the optimal alignment. The algorithm consumes more time to populate the matrix. Although, most of the cells are not used in the trace back, they need to be filled as they help in calculating the scores of each cell and identifying the cells needed in trace back.
In this article we present an optimal global sequence alignment which follows the N-W algorithm, but populates only minimal number of cells in the matrix.
The dot plot approach, introduced by Gibbs and McIntyre [5] , provides a simple visual representation of similarity between two sequences. This approach is used in Dotlet [6] , which is a platform independent implementation. Dotlet matrix is used to identify the minimum number of diagonals that need to be filled in N-W algorithm to obtain optimal alignment.
II. METHODS
Dotlet is a diagonal plot tool which is GUI driven and is platform independent. It generates a score matrix in order to identify the similarities between the sequences and plot the graph. This score matrix is used to identify the diagonals in the 2-D matrix which has the potential to be part of the trace back in identifying optimal alignment. The count of diagonals is given as in input to the modified N-W algorithm to perform global alignment. The algorithm flow is as follows:
1. Modified Dotlet is executed which accepts sequences as input 2. Algorithm identifies the cells with similar characters from score matrix and calculates the number of diagonals having cells with maximum similarity. 3. Along with the dot plot, it gives the number of diagonals to be filled as output. 4. Then the modified N-W algorithm is executed which accepts the sequences and the number of diagonals to be filled as input. 5. For sequences of similar length, algorithm populates only those cells which are part of the identified diagonals. 6. In case of sequences with different lengths, algorithm populates cells which fall within the region of difference in length between sequences in addition to the identified diagonals. Fig. 3A diagrammatic representation of alignment of sequences having different length -5 diagonals are identified based on the presence of maximum number of 1's in the alignment path. In addition to that 2 diagonals with length 10 (shorter sequence length) are filled as they fall in the region of difference between the sequences.
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III. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS Time & space Complexity of DDGARM is described below:
When both sequences are of same length only the number of diagonals identified will be filled, the central diagonal will have the cells equal to the length of the sequences ( ). To both sides of this central diagonal, we will have diagonals with number of cells decreasing by 1 from . So, the number of cells to be filled at each side of the central diagonal can be expressed as an arithmetic progression having: From the results, it is evident that we cannot derive a relationship between the reduction in memory and percentage of similarity between sequences. It purely depends on the location of similar regions in the sequences. For more distant sequences the improvement in memory & execution time will be less comparted to those with more similarity. For sequences having similar length, we got very good improvement in the memory usage as well as execution time as we have to fill only the identified diagonals to obtain the optimal alignment.
V. CONCLUSIONS DDGARM provides very good improvement in the memory usage as well as execution time in finding global alignment of sequences.It addresses the major bottlenecks of Needleman-Wunsch algorithm which is well known for its accuracy but not used for longer sequences due to high computational cost. Major advantage of DDGARM is that it provides exactly the same result as we get by using classic Needleman_Wunsch algorithm, at the same time uses very less memory and execution time. Current version of DDGARM is a prototype and hence supports only Nucleotide sequences and also involves I/O operations. Support for protein sequences and handling error scenarios are being implemented and will be released in the next version.
